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I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has helped to make Computational Visual Media
a success in its inaugural year of 2015. Their combined efforts have helped to ensure that all four issues for
2015 were published on schedule, before the end of the year. In particular, my thanks go to the authors, the
reviewers, and the Editorial Board members, as well as the staff of Tsinghua University Press and Springer.
I also wish to share some further good news with you. It is my great pleasure to announce that Tsinghua
University Press have agreed to sponsor an annual award for the best paper published each year in
Computational Visual Media. After careful selection by the Editorial Board from amongst the 30 papers
published in 2015, we are pleased to announce that the winner for 2015 is:
A unified framework for isotropic meshing based on narrow-band Euclidean distance
transformation
Vol. 1, No. 3, September 2015, 239–251
Yuen-Shan Leung1, Xiaoning Wang1, Ying He1, Yong-Jin Liu2, and Charlie C. L. Wang3
1Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
2Tsinghua University, China
3The Chinese University of Hong Kong, China
The Editorial Board, Tsinghua University Press and Springer offer their congratulations to the winners,
who in addition to the prestige conferred upon them by the award, will also share a cash prize of US$2000.
We look forward to receiving further excellent papers in 2016, and selecting next year’s winners!
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